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Introduction

The world is a mathematical place. For young children who are naturally curious there are shapes,
numbers, moving objects and patterns to behold, things to count and investigations to be undertaken. It is a creative, challenging and wondrous way of looking at life and exploring the world.
Maths is an inherent part of being human. Framing the world through maths helps us make sense
of what is happening and how it affects us. It can provide order and certainty as well as help to
explain random events.
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For little children, maths is not just a cognitive process. It is also a social, emotional and physical
experience. A problem shared is a problem halved. Think back to your own experiences of maths
at school and how you felt about learning it. Consider how children need lots of physical experiences that embody what maths is all about. The only way to understand the concept of weight,
for example, is to repeatedly lift, move and carry a range of heavy and light objects. Maths is also
a cultural concept. The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples have cultural perspectives
and a knowledge of maths which is embedded in their understanding of landscapes, symbols and
stories. The dynamic interplay between cultures provides opportunities for deep, new thinking
and knowledge about maths.
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Being outside enables connections to be made between the hands, heart and head, laying the foundations for more complex work as children grow, develop and learn. The natural and built worlds
provide dynamic and constantly changing environments, offering an endless supply of patterns,
textures, colours, quantities and other attributes that underpin much of the necessary early maths
experiences.
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This book has several aims:
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■■ to help educators consider their own understanding and confidence in developing mathematical provision, making the most of the outdoor space in their setting – whether this be a
kindergarten, playgroup, child-minder’s back garden or a nature kindergarten
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■■ to enable children to have lots of informal, spontaneous mathematical experiences which are
child initiated and child led. When children play, they are in control of their learning and it
has meaning and purpose to them.
■■ to provide a range of open-ended ideas for adapting to children’s interests as part of a playful
approach to learning maths concepts. This is about educators being responsive to the needs
and interests of children.
■■ to make the most of any outdoor space as a context for maths. We need to consider how
time in green spaces such as bush, woodlands, parks and beaches contributes to children’s
mathematical experiences, as can the use of natural materials.
© 2018 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760566524 • CRH6524
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Messy Maths
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I believe that every child and adult is mathematically able. We all have different strengths and
abilities within maths. By sharing ideas and enjoying mathematical conversations, we can deepen
our understanding. For children who require additional support, we need to be sensitive to their
needs. Use language and communication methods appropriate to their abilities, have fun and focus
on precisely what each child can do. They may surprise you and extend your learning just as much
as you do theirs.
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Being outside makes maths feel real rather than disconnected from our daily lives. And real maths
is really messy! Aside from mud pies and puddles, the cognitive processes involved mean it is not
a smooth linear pathway of learning but rather an interconnected network. Children need time to
make sense of abstract mathematical ideas through experiential processes, along with opportunities to ponder, enjoy and discuss the concepts encountered. Lots of playing along the way is a must.
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How to use this book
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Messy Maths has been written for educators who work with children aged between approximately
three and six years of age. It is not a ‘how to’ guide, rather a handy reference book: a source of
ideas about tapping into the outdoors to help children become confident and skilled in thinking
about, using and exploring mathematical concepts as they play outside. Many aspects of any early
years maths curriculum can be addressed without the need for structured activities, but through
developing the four R’s of routines, resources, the responsibilities of adults and reimagining the
environment. This means looking at our outdoor space with a mathematical lens and considering
the possibilities. This is discussed in Chapter 13.
Suggestions for integrating maths into routines have been amalgamated in Chapter 12. The intention is to provide explicit examples of possibilities to help develop creative, progressive and flexible
approaches to embedding maths.
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Throughout the book I refer to ‘gathering circles’. These are times when the children have gathered
together and are ready for, and interested in, undertaking a shared event. Sometimes gathering
circles happen naturally outside, such as when lunch is shared together in a park. More often, they
are informal occurrences when children playing together congregate to view an exciting discovery
or to simply relax and chat to each other.
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A positive approach to being outside
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Throughout the book, there are lots of ideas and accompanying photos that contain elements of
risk. In line with best practice, it is important that you consider all the suggestions on a case-bycase basis to determine whether they are appropriate for the developmental stage and learning
needs of your children. The adults who work with your children need to have the competence and
confidence to ensure the routines, resources and environment are as safe as is necessary. Remember to undertake risk–benefit assessments, in line with your establishment’s health and safety
policies and procedures, for anything you feel needs it, be this using tools and ropes, exploring the
mathematics of fire, climbing trees and other experiences involving height, moving heavy objects,
working off-site or near water, and so on. Messy Maths is about enabling outdoor practice but every
educator and setting needs to undertake this within a framework of safety.
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Likewise, it is important that wherever you are working you follow the land access laws of your
area. Being respectful of others, leaving no trace of your presence and considering the impact of
your practice on the environment are all part of our responsibilities as educators.

© 2018 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760566524 • CRH6524
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The basics

■■ recognise the symbols used in maths
■■ know and understand the language used
■■ be able to create a mental or actual image of the concept
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The core building blocks of maths matter as much outside as they do indoors. Derek Haylock and
Anne Cockburn propose that a ‘mathematical concept can be thought of as a network of connections between symbols, language, concrete experiences and pictures’.1 This means children need to:

■■ have concrete experiences and relevant contexts for working in maths.
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Most difficulties arise when not all of these elements are experienced or if they are not connected
in a meaningful way. Undertaking maths activities outside provides an ideal environment for these
connections to happen. It allows for skills and concepts learnt in one context to be readily applied
to another.
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Ann Montague-Smith and Alison Price replace concrete experiences with more specific detail.2
They suggest that two important elements of maths are ‘physical materials’ and ‘real world scripts’.
They state that real world tasks matter but also cite the value of ‘script’ in songs, rhymes and
stories. These scripts provide children with relevant language and enable them to act out and
retell stories that use the language in context. Daniela O’Neill, Michelle Pearce and Jennifer Pick
studied the relationship between children’s narrative abilities in pre-school and found a predictive
relationship with their later mathematical ability.3 For me, this is about enabling emotions to be
expressed and time being made for children to make sense of concepts through role play, creative
work and imaginative play. It is about employing strategies which engage children.
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The other work which has influenced my thinking has been that of Czech mathematician Milan
Hejný. His approach to maths teaching and child development uses twelve principles.4 These are
grounded in common sense. The first principle is ‘building schemata’. Hejný suggests that children
need to construct a network of mental mathematical schemata based upon their real life experiences – that is, to understand something you need to be able to connect the concept or idea to
previous experiences. The Hejný approach uses experiences familiar to young children (such as
walking) as a starting point to develop maths concepts and mental patterns and images.
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The use of sticks is another example of a schema advocated by Hejný. Many children are familiar with and use sticks in their play, so the use of a stick to explain and illustrate mathematical
1 D. Haylock and A. Cockburn, Understanding Mathematics for Young Children: A Guide for Teachers of Children 3–8 (4th edn)
(London: SAGE Publications, 2013), p. 27.
2 A. Montague-Smith and A. Price, Mathematics in Early Years Education (3rd edn) (Abingdon: Routledge, 2012), p. 16.
3 D. K. O’Neill, M. J. Pearce and J. L. Pick, Predictive relations between aspects of preschool children’s narratives and performance
on the Peabody Individualized Achievement Test – Revised: evidence of a relation between early narrative and later mathematical
ability. First Language, 24 (2004): 149–183.
4 See: http://www.h-mat.cz/en/principles.
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rB

thinking is building upon a known item. It is easy to make the link between a stick on the ground
and a line drawn on a piece of paper. Thus the connection between using symbols and two-dimensional images is facilitated.
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Finally, the concept of embodied cognition is particularly relevant in the context of how children
grow and develop their mathematical understanding. This is about the acquisition of maths concepts being grounded in body movements and through interactions with the environment. Think
about how children use their fingers as they learn to count. Hortensia Soto-Johnson suggests
that highlighting students’ gestures, repeating their words, mimicking their gestures and asking
probing questions can all help them to articulate their thinking.5 By paying attention to gesture,
educators can learn more about children’s mathematical reasoning and misconceptions.

5 H. Soto-Johnson, Learning mathematics through embodied activities. American Mathematical Society (8 February 2016). Available
at: http://blogs.ams.org/matheducation/2016/02/08/learning-mathematics-through-embodied-activities/#sthash.LeIk8Lne.dpbs.
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One metre challenge
This activity is useful to undertake with parents or colleagues. In an outdoor space, ask everyone to create a line that is exactly one metre long using natural materials they can find.

Afterwards, discuss how each person worked out their metre. Provide measuring tapes or
metre sticks so the results can be checked. While there is always variation, most people rely on
their previous knowledge about the approximate length of a metre. Some people relate it to a
part of their body, others use a known reference such as the number of times an A4 sheet of
paper fits into a metre. This ‘knowing’ is what children need to acquire through lots of practical
play-based explorations of maths.
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The educator’s role
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Outside, ensuring children have plenty of access to natural environments where they can develop
physically through movement and interactions with nature is particularly beneficial. The inextricable link between the development of the brain and body is summed up nicely by Jan White:
‘Movement and action give children intuitive, bodily-felt meanings about concepts that will later
be understood more intellectually (such as many of the ideas we use in maths like weight and size).
Embodied experiences also create deeper, more lasting memories which can be drawn on in different ways.’6 In other words, children need to use their whole bodies to learn maths.
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The role of adults is flagged up repeatedly in books and research articles. Pradnya Patet provides
an eloquent summary of how educators can empower young mathematical minds.7 She argues
that mathematical proficiency does not appear on its own but needs careful scaffolding that is
meaningful and relevant. When children play you can see their level of understanding in a genuine
context.
As educators we can facilitate maths play outdoors in many ways:
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■■ We can set up outdoor areas in mathematical ways and embed maths into our routines.
■■ When redesigning an outdoor space, we can take account of features that can facilitate
mathematical dialogue, explorations and investigations (see Chapter 13).
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■■ We must make the most of teachable moments to introduce the language and specific skills
that enhance children’s ability to reason mathematically. We should also offer suggestions,
statements and challenges which encourage children to articulate their thinking. We want
6 J. White, Every Child A Mover: A Practical Guide to Providing Children with the Physical Opportunities They Need (London: Early
Education, 2015), p. 16.
7 P. Patet, Empowering mathematical minds through play. Community Playthings (8 September 2015). Available at: http://www.
communityplaythings.co.uk/learning-library/articles/empowering-mathematical-minds.
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children to ask questions, discuss problems that arise and to not fear making mistakes.
Errors are crucial to learning.
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■■ We can be ready to build upon what children are doing through their play, their interests
and what they like doing outside. The possible lines of development can be a mix of
resources, investigations and simple prompts that support independent mathematical play.
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■■ We can ensure that children themselves are the overwhelming evidence of their own learning and achievements in maths, rather than focusing on a paper-dependent system.
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Modelling a mathematical mindset
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How adults respond to children regarding maths really counts. Jo Boaler’s book, Mathematical
Mindsets, advocates practical strategies for ensuring that the adults who work with children adopt
a growth mindset approach that makes maths enjoyable and achievable.8
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Everyone can achieve in maths, and we are always improving our knowledge and understanding.
I believe a key benefit of outdoor play is that we can build confidence in maths concepts before
children even perceive their play as mathematical, and in doing so we help to lessen, challenge or
even prevent the development of negative connotations about the subject.
Practitioners need to actively show an interest in, and enthusiasm for, maths. Modelling maths
activities, showing children how to use different resources, using mathematical language and being
up for having fun with maths makes a big difference. Pass on a love of numbers.
8 J. Boaler, Mathematical Mindsets: Unleashing Students’ Potential Through Creative Math, Inspiring Messages and Innovative Teaching
(San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 2016).
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